Floor Standing Globe Collection

Colour & base options for 50cm, 65cm and 80cm Diameter Globes
THE CLASSIC BRITANNIA

50cm (20in) Diameter Floor Standing Globe
Available in a variety of woods, finishes, and styles.

The globe has a truly timeless appeal, supported on a handcrafted wooden base. The globe spins within a hand engraved solid brass meridian.

Shown in Gagarin with a matte finish.
Base in Oak with a dark stain.

Base height: 75.5cm (30in)
Base diameter: 73.5cm (29in)
Base with globe height: 106cm (42in)
THE BRITANNIA COLLECTION

ROUND DESIGN

50cm or 65cm

Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.

The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Marine Blue (50cm) with a gloss finish. Base in Walnut.

50cm
Base height: 75.5cm (30in)
Base diameter: 73.5cm (29in)
Base with globe height: 106cm (42in)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)
Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.

With this traditional style of legs paired with the 80cm sphere, the globe sits shorter. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Glacial Blue with a gloss finish. Base in Cherry.

Base diameter: 110cm (43.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 77cm (30in)
Height, base with globe: 120cm (46in)
Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes. A more modern style base with sleek clean lines to suit this floor standing globe. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

*Shown in Glacial Blue with a gloss finish. Base in Oak.*

**50cm**
Base diameter: 70cm (27.5 inches)
Height, floor to table top: 81.5cm (32 inches)
Height, base with globe: 110cm (43.5 inches)

**65cm**
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5 in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34 in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5 in)
Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.

A more modern style base with sleek clean lines to suit this large floor standing globe. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

*Shown in Mint Green with a matte finish. Base in Walnut.*

Base diameter: 110.5cm (45.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 94.5cm (37in)
Height, base with globe: 138.5cm (55in)
The Britannia Collection

Straight Design
50cm or 65cm

Available in Oak or Walnut.
The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Regency Blue with a gloss finish, with hand drawn and hand painted illustrations unique to this globe.
Base in Oak + Walnut with a natural finish.

50cm
Base diameter: 73cm (28.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 77cm (30.5in)
Height, base with globe: 105cm (41.5in)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)
THE GALILEO COLLECTION

STRAIGHT DESIGN

Available in Oak or Walnut.
The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Ochre Cassini with a gloss finish. Base in Walnut.

Base diameter: 110cm (43in)
Height, floor to table top: 89.5cm (35in)
Height, base with globe: 135cm (53in)
THE BRITANNIA COLLECTION

FLUTED LEGS
50cm or 65cm

Available in Oak or Walnut. These legs are tapered and have a unique design. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Marine Blue with a gloss finish. Base in Walnut.

50cm
Base diameter: 73.5cm (29in)
Height, floor to table top: 75.5cm (30in)
Height, base with globe: 106cm (42in)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)
Available in Oak or Walnut. These legs are tapered and have a unique design. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Seafoam Green with a gloss finish. Base in Oak with ebonised panels.

Base diameter: 110.5cm (43in)
Height, floor to table top: 95.5cm (37.5in)
Height, base with globe: 140cm (55in)
THE BRISBANE II

50cm or 65cm

Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.

A more modern style base with sleek clean lines to suit this floor standing globe. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Ochre with a matte finish. Base in Walnut.

50cm
Base diameter: 70cm (27.5 inches)
Height, floor to table top: 81.5cm (32 inches)
Height, base with globe: 110cm (43.5 inches)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)
**THE GALILEO COLLECTION**

**THE BRISBANE II**

*80cm*

*Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.*

*A more modern style base with sleek clean lines to suit this large floor standing globe. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.*

*Shown in Regency Blue with a matte finish. Base in Walnut.*

*Base diameter: 115.5cm (45.5in)*

*Height, floor to table top: 94.5cm (37in)*

*Height, base with globe: 139.5cm (55in)*
THE BRITANNIA COLLECTION

THE BERLIN

Globe Diameter: 50cm, 65cm, or 80cm

*Available in Oak or Walnut. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.*

Shown in Gagarin with a matte finish (50cm). Gagarin colouring is priced higher. Base in Walnut.

50cm
Base diameter: 70cm (27.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 81.5cm (32in)
Height, base with globe: 105cm (41in)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)

80cm
Base diameter: Approx. 110cm (43.5in)
Height, floor to table top: Approx. 98cm (38.5in)
Height, base with globe: Approx. 139.5cm (55in)
THE BRITANNIA COLLECTION

THE ALUMINIUM BERLIN

Globe Diameter: 50cm or 65cm

Please note this base is only available in Aluminium as the 50cm or 65cm. This base is not available with an 80cm diameter globe.

The Berlin in Aluminium sits in an Aluminium meridian. This base is offered in a brushed or satin finish, with or without a horizon band on the table top.

Shown in Ochre with a matte finish.

50cm
Base diameter: 70cm (27.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 81.5cm (32in)
Height, base with globe: 105cm (41in)

65cm
Base diameter: 95cm (37.5in)
Height, floor to table top: 86.5cm (34in)
Height, base with globe: 123cm (48.5in)
Personalisation
Cartography Edits

20 cartography edits are included in the commission of a 50cm, 65cm or 80cm globe.

Cartography edits are text-based edits and can include anything from adding a special town or place that might not otherwise be on the map to highlighting special places in a different colour so they stand out.

All major cities and capitals are on our maps as standard.

Examples of requests include adding holiday destinations, university names, suburbs, or neighbourhoods. For example, New York City is on the map, but Brooklyn is not, unless requested. We can highlight the label and placemarker in a different colour (we suggest a claret red for good visibility, shown in photo)
We offer bespoke illustrations which are hand-drawn and hand painted. Other popular requests include travel routes and handwritten calligraphy, which are quoted on top of the price of the globe.

The decision to add further detail to your commission can be made after you place your order. We provide digital mock-ups for approval on placement, sizing and style before your globe is made.
Our 50cm, 65cm, and 80cm globes include the following lists located in the oceans around the globe:

- Heads of State / World Leaders
- United Nations Security Council
- Most Practiced Religions
- Most Used Languages
- EU Member States
- Area and Population of Continents
- Top Cities by Population

You can leave these lists on, remove them, or have them replaced by text of your choosing.
Hand Engraved Message

We offer up to 100 characters as part of your commission of a 50cm, 65cm, or 80cm diameter globe.

This message is hand-engraved on the solid brass meridian that encircles the globe, done using traditional tools.

This is the perfect place for names, special dates, or a quote. Please make sure to specify the engraving exactly as you would like it including punctuation.
Horizon Bands

Our horizon bands contain the following, from the innermost to outermost ring:

1. The Wind Rose denotes the classical winds from the mariners compass. Used originally to denote direction in sea navigation by european sailors.

2. Cardinal directions (North, East, South, West) and intermediates

3. The Zodiac with corresponding dates

4. The British Astronomer Royal, from Flamsteed in 1675 to Rees of present. Established shortly after Galileo’s death by Charles II with the instruction of applying ‘himself with the most exact care and diligence to the rectifying of the tables of the motions of the heavens, and the places of the fixed stars, so as to find out the so much desired longitude of places for the perfecting of the art of navigation’

5. Months with corresponding dates

6. Sidereal compass - depiction of constellation positions in rising and setting sun. Used to gather direction by the position of stars in the night sky.

7. Gregorian Calendar

8. Equinoxes and Solstices
Recommended Colours

Please get in touch to see our full range of available colours.

Ochre

Gagarin

Glacial Blue

Prussian Blue

Mint Cassini

Sea Green
Recommended Colours

Please get in touch to see our full range of available colours.

- Mint Green
- Parchment Cassini
- Glacial Cassini
- Blue Cassini
- Cool Blue
- Reed Green
- Marine Blue
PHOTOS FOR SCALE

50CM ROUND LEGS

65CM
80cm globe in Mint Green with Short Galileo Base in Cherry
Available in Oak, Cherry or Walnut in a variety of finishes.

With this traditional style of legs paired with the 127cm sphere, the globe sits shorter. The globe sits in a solid brass, hand engraved meridian with personal commissioning mark.

Shown in Blue Cassini with a matte finish.

Base in Sapele.

Base height: 102.7cm (40.5in)
Approx. total height: 167cm (66in)
THE ALBION COLLECTION

CHURCHILL
127cm

*Available in Wood or Aluminium.*

*Shown in Gagarin with a matte finish.*

*Base in Aluminium.*

Base height : 35.5cm (14in)